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Formality of Sinha’s cosimplicial model for long knots spaces
and the Gerstenhaber algebra structure of homology

PAUL ARNAUD SONGHAFOUO TSOPMÉNÉ

Sinha constructed a cosimplicial space K�
N

that gives a model for the space of
long knots modulo immersions in RN , N � 4 . On the other hand, Lambrechts,
Turchin and Volić showed that for N � 4 the homology Bousfield–Kan spectral
sequence associated to Sinha’s cosimplicial space K�

N
collapses at the E2 page

rationally. Their approach consists in first proving the formality of some other
diagrams approximating K�N and next deducing the collapsing result. In this paper,
we prove directly the formality of Sinha’s cosimplicial space, which immediately
implies the collapsing result for N � 3 . Moreover, we prove that the isomorphism
between the E2 page and the homology of the space of long knots modulo immersions
respects the Gerstenhaber algebra structure, when N � 4 .

57Q45, 57Q45; 18D50, 55P48, 17B63

1 Introduction

A multiplicative operad in a symmetric monoidal category C consists of a couple .O; ˛/
in which O is a nonsymmetric operad in C and ˛ is a morphism from the associative
operad As (see Example 2.1 below for its definition) to O . The multiplicative operad
we look at in this paper is Kontsevich’s operad KN DfKN .n/gn�0 , which was defined
and studied by Sinha in [17, Definition 4.1 and Theorem 4.5]. Notice that this operad is
equivalent to the little N –disks operad. Notice also that to any multiplicative operad O ,
one can associate a cosimplicial object O� (see McClure and Smith [11, Section 10]).
Hence the multiplicative operad KN induces a cosimplicial space, K�

N
, called Sinha’s

cosimplicial space.

For N � 3, a long knot is a smooth embedding R ,! RN that coincides outside a
compact set with a fixed linear embedding. The space of long knots modulo immersion,
denoted by Emb.R;RN /, is defined as the homotopy fiber of the inclusion of the space
of long knots in the space of long immersions. In [17] Sinha proves that for N � 4, the
homotopy totalization of K�

N
is weakly equivalent to the space of long knots modulo

immersion,
hoTotK�N ' Emb.R;RN /:
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He also proves that for N � 4, the homology Bousfield–Kan spectral sequence asso-
ciated to K�

N
converges to the homology H�.hoTotK�

N
/ Š H�.Emb.R;RN // [17,

Theorem 7.2]. Therefore it is natural to ask whether this spectral sequence collapses or
not. This question was studied by Lambrechts, Turchin and Volić in [8], who proved
the following result.

Theorem 1.1 [8, Theorem 1.2] For N � 3 the homology Bousfield–Kan spectral
sequence associated to Sinha’s cosimplicial space K�

N
collapses at the E2 page ratio-

nally.

Remark 1.2 Actually in [8] Theorem 1.1 is proved only for N > 3, but our approach
also does the work for N D 3.

The authors of [8] prove Theorem 1.1 without showing that K�
N

is formal. The main
ingredient of their proof is the relative version of Kontsevich’s theorem on the formality
of the little N –disks operad; see Lambrechts and Volić [9]. This theorem states that
there exists a chain of quasi-isomorphisms of operads between the singular chains on
the little N –disks operad and its homology with real coefficients. In particular, there
is a zigzag

S�.KN /
�

 � � � �
�

�!H�.KN /

in which the chain complex of the Fulton–MacPherson operad S�.FN / appears. This
poses a serious problem to the authors of [8] because the operad S�.FN / is not
multiplicative, but only multiplicative “up to homotopy” in the sense of Definition 2.6.
This problem is solved by introducing certain finite diagrams of spaces called fanic
diagrams. Here are our results.

Theorem 1.3 For N � 3, the operads S�.KN IR/ and H�.KN IR/ are weakly equiv-
alent as multiplicative operads.

For the meaning of “weakly equivalent as multiplicative operads”, see Definition 2.6.

Remark 1.4 In [9] it is only proved that S�.KN IR/ and H�.KN IR/ are weakly
equivalent as “up to homotopy multiplicative operads” (Definition 2.6), when N � 3.
Notice that this result is not proved for N D2 but only for N �3 (see [9, Theorem 1.4]).

An immediate consequence of Theorem 1.3 is the following formality result.

Corollary 1.5 For N � 3 Sinha’s cosimplicial space K�
N

is formal over R.

Our method enables us also to determine the Gerstenhaber structure on the homology
of the space of long knots.
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We explain now with which Gerstenhaber structures we endow H�.Emb.R;RN /IR/
and HH.H�KN IR/.

McClure and Smith construct in [11] two operads, D2 and �D2 , both weakly equivalent
to the little 2–disks operad C2 . They show if a cosimplicial space O� is built from a
multiplicative operad O , then D2 acts on the totalization TotO� [11, Theorem 9.1],
and �D2 acts on the homotopy totalization hoTotO� [11, Theorem 15.3]. If in addi-
tion O is reduced (that is, both O.0/ and O.1/ are weakly contractible), then the
homotopy totalization of O� is weakly homotopy equivalent to the double loop space
of a certain explicit space of maps of operads (Dwyer and Hess [3] and Turchin [19]
prove this result by using different approaches). Notice that neither Dwyer and Hess
nor Turchin actually prove that their delooping is the delooping with respect to the
McClure–Smith �D2 action.

We come back now to the particular case of Kontsevich’s operad KN , which is reduced.
Since it is multiplicative, it follows the operad �D2 acts on hoTotK�

N
' Emb.R;RN /.

We also have a C2 geometric action (constructed by Budney in [2]) on (framed) long
knots. One question arises: are these two actions equivalent? This question is still open
to my knowledge. But one thing is certain: each of these actions induces a Gerstenhaber
algebra structure on H�.Emb.R;RN /IR/, and apparently it has never been checked
whether these structures coincide. We now specify which one we choose.

(A) The left hand side of equation (1) is equipped with the Gerstenhaber algebra
structure induced by the action of �D2 on hoTotK�

N
' Emb.R;RN /.

On the other hand, associated to a multiplicative operad B�.�/ in chain complexes is its
Hochschild homology HH.B�.�//, defined first by Gerstenhaber and Voronov in [5].
It is endowed with a natural Gerstenhaber algebra structure (see [5] or Salvatore [16,
Section 4] for more details about this natural structure).

(B) The right hand side of equation (1), HH.H�KN IR/, is equipped with the natural
Gerstenhaber algebra structure.

Corollary 1.6 For N � 4, there exists an isomorphism of Gerstenhaber algebras
between the homology of space of long knots modulo immersions and the Hochschild
homology HH.H�KN / over R when the homology H�.Emb.R;RN /IR/ is equipped
with the Gerstenhaber algebra structure described by (A), and HH.H�KN IR/ is
equipped with the one described by (B). That is,

(1) H�.Emb.R;RN /IR/Š HH.H�KN IR/:
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Remark 1.7 For N � 4, it is proved that HH.H�KN IQ/ and H�.Emb.R;RN /IQ/
are isomorphic as vector spaces but not as Gerstenhaber algebras [8].

Remark 1.8 In [15, Theorem 2.3] Sakai proves a result, announced earlier by Salva-
tore [16, Proposition 22], which states that the graded vector spaces HH.S�KN / and
H�.Emb.R;RN // are isomorphic as Gerstenhaber algebras.

Remark 1.9 When a version of this paper was ready, Syunji Moriya put in arXiv a
paper [13] in which equivalent results are independently discovered.

Outline of the paper In Section 2 we first recall the definition of a nonsymmetric
operad. Next we show that the axiom of relative properness holds in the category of non-
symmetric operads (this is just the nonsymmetric version of Fresse [4, Theorem 12.2.B]).
Finally we prove Lemma 2.7, which is crucial for the rest of the paper.

In Section 3 we apply Lemma 2.7 to the specific zigzag between S�.KN IR/ and its
homology operad H�.KN IR/, and we obtain the main result of the paper, which states
that the Kontsevich’s operad is formal over R as a multiplicative operad (Theorem 1.3).
This result implies immediately that Sinha’s cosimplicial space is formal over R
(Corollary 1.5). Using now this formality, we give a very short proof of the collapse of
the Vassiliev spectral sequence over rationals (Theorem 1.1). We end the section with
a proof of Corollary 1.6 which is also a consequence of Theorem 1.3.

Acknowledgements The author is grateful to Pascal Lambrechts for suggesting the
idea of left properness axiom and also for his encouragement. I also thank Yves Félix
for giving me a copy of [4], which is a central reference for this paper. Obviously, I
cannot forget to thank Benoît Fresse and Paolo Salvatore for answering all my emails
with questions about the homotopy theory of operads and of cosimplicial spaces.

2 The category of nonsymmetric operads and equivalences
of multiplicative operads

Throughout this section we denote by C WD .C;˝; 1/ a symmetric monoidal model
category that is cofibrantly generated [4, Section 11.1.5 and Section 11.3.3]. The
category CN of sequences X D fX.n/gn�0 in C will be equipped with the obvious
model structure (that is, weak equivalences, fibrations and cofibrations are all levelwise).
Note that model categories for us are as in Hovey [6].
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We begin by recalling the definition of a nonsymmetric operad. Next we state and
prove the nonsymmetric version of [4, Theorem 12.2.B], which states that the axiom
of relative properness holds in the category of nonsymmetric operads in C . We end
with the crucial Lemma 2.7 for this paper.

A symmetric operad in C consists of a symmetric sequence ODfO.n/gn�0 (for each n

the symmetric group †n acts on On ) of objects of C endowed with an unit element
1 �!O.1/ and a collection of morphisms

O.k/˝O.i1/˝ � � �˝O.ik/ �!O.i1C � � �C ik/

that satisfy natural equivariance properties, unit and associative axioms (May’s axioms;
see [10]). If we omit the action of †n , then O is called a nonsymmetric operad. The
category of nonsymmetric operads in C will be denoted by Opns.C/ or by the short
notation Opns .

Example 2.1 Let AsDfAs.n/gn�0 be the sequence defined by As.n/D1 for each n,
the unit for the tensor product of C . It is easy to see that As is a nonsymmetric operad,
called the associative operad.

Remark 2.2 The object As is cofibrant in the category CN because the unit object 1
is cofibrant in C by the unit axiom, which is a part of the definition [4, Section 11.3.3]
of a symmetric monoidal model category.

Notice that the category Opns.C/ usually has only semimodel structure, by the non-
symmetric version of [4, Theorem 12.2.A]. But, if C satisfies certain conditions (see
Muro [14, Theorem 1.1]), then Opns.C/ turns out to be a model category. For example
it is not difficult to see that the category of nonnegatively graded chain complexes ChR

satisfies such conditions.

Remark 2.3 The category Opns.ChR/ is equipped with a model category structure
in which weak equivalences and fibrations are all levelwise. Recall that in ChR a
morphism is a weak equivalence if it is a quasi-isomorphism, and a fibration if it is an
epimorphism.

Let Ops.C/ denote the category of symmetric operads in C . Then the obvious forgetful
functor U W Ops.C/ �! Opns.C/ admits a left adjoint SymW Opns.C/ �! Ops.C/
defined by

Sym.P /.n/D†n˝P .n/D
a
�2†n

P .n/:
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The following proposition was first proved by Spitzweck [18] and by Berger and
Moerdijk [1] for symmetric operads.

Proposition 2.4 The category of nonsymmetric operads in C satisfies the axiom of
relative properness: If P and Q are objects of Opns that are cofibrant in CN , then the
pushout in Opns of a weak equivalence along a cofibration

P // //

�

��

R

��
Q // S

gives a weak equivalence R
�

�! S .

Proof Since P and Q are cofibrant in the category CN , it follows that Sym.P /
and Sym.Q/ are †�–cofibrant. By applying the functor Sym to the diagram of the
statement, we obtain the following pushout diagram in the category of symmetric
operads

Sym.P / // //

�

��

Sym.R/

��
Sym.Q/ // Sym.S/

:

We apply now [4, Theorem 12.2.B] to get a weak equivalence Sym.R/
�

�! Sym.S/.
Since Sym.R/.n/ (respectively Sym.S/.n/) is the coproduct over the set †n of copies
of the object R.n/ (respectivelyS.n/), it follows that the morphism R�! S in Opns

is also a weak equivalence.

Recall now some necessary definitions.

Definition 2.5 � A multiplicative operad in C is a couple .O; ˛/ in which O is
a nonsymmetric operad in C and ˛W As �!O is a morphism of nonsymmetric
operads from the associative operad to O .

� An up to homotopy multiplicative operad consists of a triple .O;A; �/ in
which O is a nonsymmetric operad in C , A is an operad weakly equivalent to
the associative operad As , and �W A �! O is a morphism of nonsymmetric
operads.
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Notice that by Definition 2.5, every multiplicative operad is an up to homotopy multi-
plicative operad. Therefore the category of multiplicative operads is a full subcategory
of the category of up to homotopy multiplicative operads. In the latter category, a
morphism from .O;A; �/ to .O0;A0; �0/ consists of morphisms gW O �! O0 and
f W A �!A0 such that g�D �0f .

Definition 2.6 Two multiplicative operads M and M0 are said to be weakly equiv-
alent as multiplicative operads (respectively weakly equivalent as up to homotopy
multiplicative operads) if there is a zigzag

M O1
�oo � // � � � Op

�oo � //M0

in the category of multiplicative operads (respectively in the category of up to homotopy
multiplicative operads).

We are now ready to state and prove our crucial lemma.

Lemma 2.7 In the category Opns of nonsymmetric operads in C , consider the com-
mutative diagram

M1 O�

f1

oo �

f2

//M2

As

˛1

OO

A�

�
oo �

�
//

�

OO

As:

˛2

OO

Assume that A is cofibrant as an object of CN . Then the operads M1 and M2 are
weakly equivalent as multiplicative operads.

Proof We begin with the commutative diagram

As
˛1 //M1

A
� //

� �

OO

� �

��

O

f1 �

OO

f2 �

��
As

˛2 //M2:
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Since the object A is cofibrant in the category CN , by applying the factorization axiom
to the morphism �W A �!O , we obtain the diagram

As
˛1 //M1

A
� //

� �

OO

� �

��

  
�1

  

O

f1 �

OO

f2 �

��

Y

�

�2
<< <<

As
˛2 //M2:

By taking the pushout of the diagram

A // �1 //

��

��

Y

As

we obtain

As
˛1 //M1

A
� //

� �

OO

� �

��

  
�1

  

O

f1 �

OO

f2 �

��

Y

�

�2
<< <<

g �

��
zO

!!
As

˛2 //

z�
>>

M2:

Since the operad As is cofibrant in CN (see Remark 2.2 above) and A is also cofibrant
in CN by hypothesis, and since the morphism � W A �! As is a weak equivalence
and the morphism �1W A �! Y is a cofibration, it follows by Proposition 2.4 that the
morphism gW Y �! zO is a weak equivalence.
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Consider now the pushout diagram

A // �1 //

� �

��

Y

f2�2
�

��

� g

��
As

˛2 **

z� // zO

��
M2:

The universal property of the pushout and the two out of three axiom M2 allow us to
obtain a weak equivalence

zf2W
zO �

�!M2:

Similarly, by considering the pushout diagram

A // �1 //

� �

��

Y

f1�2
�

��

� g

��
As

˛1 **

z� // zO

��
M1;

we deduce the existence of a weak equivalence

zf1W
zO �

�!M1:

Finally, we obtain the commutative diagram

M1 zO�

zf1oo
�

zf2 //M2

As

˛1

OO

As
�oo � //

z�

OO

As;

˛2

OO

thus completing the proof.
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3 Formality of the Kontsevich operad as a multiplicative
operad

The goal of this section is to prove Theorem 1.3 and Corollaries 1.5 and 1.6 announced
in the introduction. We will also give a very short proof of Theorem 1.1. The ground
field in this section is R.

3.1 Proof of Theorem 1.3

In [9], P Lambrechts and I Volić develop the details of Kontsevich’s proof [7] of the
formality of little N –disks operad BN DfBN .k/gk�0 over the real numbers. Note that
this formality and its relative version hold in the category Opns.ChR/ of nonsymmetric
operads in chain complexes over R.

Theorem 3.1 [9, Theorem 1.4] The little N –disks operad is relatively formal over
the real numbers when N � 3.

The authors of [9] prove Theorem 3.1 by explicitly constructing a diagram

C�.KN / C�.FN /
�oo � // D_

N H�.KN /
�oo

C�.K1/

OO

C�.F1/
�oo � //

OO

D_
1

OO

H�.K1/:
�oo

OO

(2)

In the previous diagram, the quasi-isomorphism C�.FN /
�

�!D_
N

is built in [9, Sec-
tion 9], and the quasi-isomorphism H�.KN /

�

�!D_
N

is built in [9, Section 8].

Proof of Theorem 1.3 In the lower row of (2), only C�.F1/ is not the associative
operad. The other three: C�.K1/, D_1 , H�.K1/ are, and moreover the two morphisms
from C�.F1/ to As are the same, and the objects C�.K1/ and C�.F1/ are cofibrant
in the model category ChN

R , which implies the desired result by Lemma 2.7.

3.2 Proof of Corollary 1.5 and Theorem 1.1

Recall first that a cosimplicial space X � is said to be formal over R if the diagram
X �W � �! Top is formal in the sense that S�.X

�IR/ and H�.X
�IR/ are weakly

equivalent in the category of cosimplicial chain complexes.
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Proof of Corollary 1.5 and Theorem 1.1 By Theorem 1.3 the operads S�.KN / and
H�.KN / are weakly equivalent as multiplicative operads. Therefore the associated
cosimplicial objects .S�.KN //

� and .H�.KN //
� are weakly equivalent in the category

of cosimplicial chain complexes over R, hence S�.K�N / is formal over R. Now the
collapsing of the Bousfield Kan spectral sequence comes from the fact that in the E2

page we can replace the column S�.Kp
N
/ by the homology H�.Kp

N
/, hence the vertical

differential vanishes and the spectral sequence collapses (see [8, Proposition 3.2]).

3.3 Gerstenhaber algebra structure on the homology of the space of long
knots

The goal here is to prove Corollary 1.6 announced in the introduction. In [12]
McClure and Smith construct an E2 chain operad T2 that acts on the Hochshild
complex CH.B�/, when B� is an operad with multiplication in chain complexes
(recall that an E2 chain operad is a chain operad weakly equivalent to the normalized
singular chain of the little 2–cubes operad). This action induces a Gerstenhaber algebra
structure on the Hochshild homology HH.B�/. It is very important to note that this
structure coincides with the natural one [5] because T2 is a solution of Deligne’s
conjecture. Let T2 –algebras denote the category of chain complexes equipped with
an action of the operad T2 . Let Op�.ChR/ denote the category of multiplicative
nonsymmetric operads in chain complexes over real numbers.

Lemma 3.2 [12] There exists a functor

CHW Op�.ChR/ �! T2 –algebras

that preserves weak equivalences.

We are now ready to prove Corollary 1.6.

Proof of Corollary 1.6 First, in the category of multiplicative operads in chain
complexes over R, we have by Theorem 1.3 a zigzag

(3) S�.KN / � � �
�oo � //H�.KN /:

Next, by applying the normalized Hochshild complex functor CH to (3), we obtain a
zigzag

(4) CH.S�.KN // � � �
�oo � //CH.H�.KN //

in the category of T2 –algebras by Lemma 3.2. Therefore the homology of (4) gives

(5) HH.S�.KN // � � �
Šoo Š //HH.H�.KN //;
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which respects the Gerstenhaber algebra structure induced by the H�.T2/ action.
Finally, the desired result follows from (5) and Remark 1.8.
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